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In the current Chinese architecture faces a crossroads, on the one hand, the 
western context of modern architecture thought Chinese architectural and architects, 
on the other hand, the influence of Chinese traditional architectural contains the 
existence of the connotation and deeply rooted in some way, need to express. Under 
such a background, "regional" concept arises spontaneously. However, in the current 
China's overall architectural environment, with "form" and the so-called architectural 
language to elaborate "regional" construction emerge in endlessly. These buildings 
tend to focus on the imitation of form and modelling of phenomena and ignore the 
nature and causes behind, will only lead to no verve, lack of vitality, not vivid 
architecture。  
Phenomenology let us from another Angle solve the problem faced. 
Phenomenology promote forms of reduction and advocated essence of research. 
Advocates a "original skill", namely Art creation and production. In regional 
expression and phenomenology basis, the author puts forward the concept of 
"Technical express". From the construction of the natural attribute of culture and 
architecture, architecture based on modem way of construction process to express 
and regional architectural design. In the way of technics of architecture to express 
and design regional architectural from properties of architectural culture and times. 
Based on achievements of "regional design" research, starting from the technics 
of architecture, southern Fujian modern architectural design content for the foothold, 
summarizes the modern horizontally in the regional architectural expression way, 
using technology to analyze its in southern Fujian in modern architecture; the 
possibility of adopting In vertical southern Fujian traditional technics of architecture 
and analysis of regional architectural squadron southern Fujian modern technology 
application of expression; By generalizing the analogy, offered to " technics " as the 
starting point of the regional architectural design way; Finally  attempt it in a 
architecture design  
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 第一章 绪论 
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图 1-2 千篇一律的城市 
资料来源：http://hi.baidu.com/onlysecrets/album/item/013b4d62dad3b49a8db10daa.html# 
  









































































图 1-3 a 马里奥博塔的西雅尼大街
住宅办公综合楼 
资料来源：支文军 朱广宇著 马里奥·博塔[M]. 
大连理工出版社 2002 
 
b 西扎的 Contemporary Galician 艺术中心
资料来源：ELcroquis ALVARO SIZA 
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